HOBIE-TRAILEX ALUMINUM Trailers
TRAILERS Anodized aluminum trailers by Trailex, custom

designed for Hobie. The best trailers for light weight and long, low
maintenance, life.
Getaway / H16 / Tiger trailer (Pictured here) is shown with
optional double rollers. Includes forward mast stand. Rollers or cradle
attachment hardware is optional. Double roller kit is recommended for
Getaway, H16 and similar cats. Cradle attachment kit is recommended
for Tiger or other cats to 18' using cradles. Order roller kit, cradle
attachment kit and cradles separately. An optional rear mast stand is
also shown.

37653000 HOBIE GETAWAY / H16 / TIGER TRAILER
(Shown with options: double rollers and rear mast stand)

38651200
Rear Mast Stand
Optional

Wave / Bravo trailer has single rollers and carpeted bunk guide pads for
the hulls to rest on, does not include a forward mast stand (Optional,
order separately).

38650200 HOBIE-TRAILEX Trailer BRAVO
38651000 HOBIE-TRAILEX Trailer WAVE

TECH TIP!
1 7/8" Coupler

TRAILEX ALUMINUM TRAILERS
Why Aluminum? It is long lasting (Does
not rust or corrode), It looks good for a lifetime.
It holds it's value. In today's busy World, it is one thing
that needs no maintenance.

Bolted aluminum to create the lightest trailers. The bolting
eliminates materials and weight, makes a modular unit and
remains strong.

38653000 HOBIE-TRAILEX Trailer GETAWAY, 16, TIGER
38653100 HOBIE-TRAILEX DOUBLE ROLLER KIT
38653200 HOBIE-TRAILEX CRADLE ATTACHMENT KIT
38651100 FORWARD MAST STAND
38651200 REAR MAST STAND

Trailer prices DO NOT include freight to dealer or assembly costs.

1/2 the weight because of high tech aluminum extrusions.

Hull Cradles For rounded fiberglass hulls,
cradles distribute the trailering loads over 800 sq.
in. of the hull to assure there are no excess stresses
while trailering. Custom molded H20 version fits all
Hobies but the Hobie 21SE/21SC/Fox/Tiger/FX One.
H20 Rear cradles include tilt bracket for easy off and
on loading of boat on trailer (Includes installation
hardware).

Lightweight means better gas mileage! Can also be towed with smaller
vehicles. Less wear and tear on your vehicle.

To order from your nearest Hobie Cat dealer
U.S.A. hobiecat.com 1-800-HOBIE-49
Australasia hobiecat.com.au 1-800-4-Hobie

48000001 H20 Style Set of 4
48030001 Front - Pair
48040001 Rear - Pair (with tilt)
1624 All others - pair (no hardware)

SAIL STORAGE BOX “toy box” The original Toy Box! Made by roto-molding as one seamless piece with molded-in graphics. Big enough to hold two sets of Hobie sails, booms,

daggerboards, rudders and have room left for odds and ends. The bottom is ribbed to allow wet things to drain. There is full access from front and back, even with the boat on the trailer. Mounting
hardware is not included. This storage box doesn’t care if you sit on it, fill it full of rocks and drop it from 10’ or however else you brutalize it. It’s tough.
Length 10’ 4”, Width (rear) 21”, Depth (rear) 13”, Width (front) 19 1/2”, Depth (front) 10”, Weight 55 lb. Prices DO NOT include freight to dealer.

1825WHT One piece sail box. Additional freight charges may apply.
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TIE DOWN STRAPS This outstanding four strap system features
patented over center cam action locking buckles coupled with super-strong
2000 lb. test web straps and hooks. The tie downs secure your boat to any
trailer in seconds. Full 1 year warranty on all parts. Custom Tie Downs come
complete with all mounting hardware and instructions.

TECH TIP!
Mast stepping Usually a two person job. For those days you need help, want to single
hand or be able to rig the boat alone for any reason, a mast stepping aid is what you
need. The primary function of a mast stepping aid is to raise the mast while restraining
side movement induced by a cross wind. Often it is more difficult to handle the side
motion than it is to raise the mast. It’s the side motion that breaks or bends the hinges
and/or mast base castings.

1791 Wave Tie Downs
1793 H14/16
1794 H17/18

HOBIE MAST STEPPER This system has a gin pole that rests on a foot

attached to the trailer. The mast is stabilized by tying a trap wire on
each side to the front cross bar. Attach the
trailer’s winch (not provided) to the forestay
and hoist away. Utilizes bridles to stabilize
the gin pole while hoisting the mast.

3152 Mast Stepper
“ACROSS

THE

HULLS”

TIE

DOWNS One piece tie downs with hooks

(and retainers) at each end and paddle
handle buckle for easy adjustment. Each tie
down is 2" wide by 13' long.

1795 Each

SHOCKCORD BALL TIES Lashing the

wires to your mast for trailering is quick and
easy with this handy tie-down. Use a couple
to keep your jib furled on the beach and your
sails rolled in the bag. Dozens of other uses.

370 Each

WAVE

MAST STEPPER II Easy to install because it eliminates the trailer mounted gin

pole. However, the Mast Stepper II system does require that the trailer's
forward mast support be 30" taller than
the mast step. The mast is stabilized
by tying a trap wire on each side to
the front cross bar. The kit includes
all necessary lines, shackles, blocks
and instructions. Purchase winch
separately.

3155 Mast Stepper II

3153 Winch (900 lb. capacity) No line included*.

HOBIE MAST CRADLE Fiber glass

mast cradle for the Hobie 14, 16, 17 20 &
21SC. Molded to the shape of the rear cross
bar and carpeted to protect the mast and
cross bar. Includes a simple single shock
cord tie down the secures the cradle to the
cross bar and the mast to the cradle.
3175 Mast Cradle for Hobie Wave, 14, 16, 17,
20 & 21SC

* Listed winch has a capacity of 40’
of 3/16” cable or line - 30’ of 3/32”

WAVE MAST TIE DOWN KIT Includes

fiberglass support and shockcords
necessary to secure mast to the boat while
trailering. Quick and easy to use. (Use of
forward holder on Wave SE tramp requires
modification, addition of one grommet in
forward edge of trampoline).

38650031 AFT
38650041 Mast in 2 sections on tramp
(Set of two shown)

HOBIE MAST STEPPER iii  Speciffically designed for the Hobie Getaway due to
the rotated mast position when stepping. Can also be modified to
work on Hobie 17, Tiger and 20. Step your mast with ease

and safety. Specially designed bracket attaches to mast
at base. A pole plugs into the bracket to
create a gin pole arrangement that allows
you to singlehandedly raise and
lower your mast. It uses the trailer’s
winch (not provided) for power. Lines
snap in place to eliminate side-to-side
sway. Attaches quickly without tools.
No modifications to boat. Can adjust to fit
other rotated-position stepping masts.

3156 HOBIE MAST STEPPER III

3153 Winch (900 lb. capacity) No line included*.

EZ STEP™ As item above shows, a simple gin pole arrangement allows you to singlehandedly

raise and lower your Hobie mast. It uses the trailer’s winch (not provided) for power. Lines snap
in place to eliminate side-to-side sway. Attaches quickly without tools. No modifications to boat.
Adjusts to fit any catamaran.

3151 EZ Step

3153 Winch (900 lb. capacity) No line included*.
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Note: Additional Freight CHARGE ITEMS

Carts and Trax items shown on this page incur additional freight charges.

H16 Dolly

DOLLY The dolly includes a handle so you can easily slide the cart under the boat and push
Cat Trax
CAT TRAX Cat Trax has become the standard catamaran dolly for moving catamarans

over sand, mud, rocks, or any surface. Lightweight and rustproof. Fast and simple tiedown
attachment. Your cat rolls effortlessly on smooth running low friction Delrin® bearings. Jumbo
11" x 21" balloon tires disperse weight, don’t dig in on soft surfaces. Tough padded end-caps
hold the boat in line. No rust, no lubrication, no hassles. Stores easily on the tongue of your
trailer. Cradles not included except as noted.

or pull along holding the handle. Box tube aluminum frame and air inflated tires. Frame has dual
contact points / crossbars, so hull is balanced on the cart.

90870000 Bravo Dolly
70000111 H16 Dolly

1621 Cats to 8' Beam
1622 Hobie 20/21SC (8'6" beam)
(H20 add cradles #48010001, H21SC add cradles #1624)

UNIVERSAL COVERS This is designed to fit a variety of boat lengths, cut into general

TRAX
BLUE TRAX  The “hard wheeled” version of the all time favorite catamaran beach dolly.

Wheels that never need air so they won’t go flat. Features the same needle bearings as the
Cat Trax. Light weight.
1626 Blue Trax
1625 Blue Wave Trax

Hull Cradles–BEACH DOLLY

Cradles distribute the boat load over 400 sq.
in. of the hull to assure there are no excess
stresses while carrying. 48010001 is custom
molded for the H20 hulls, Fits P18.2, P19,
Nacra 5.2 & 5.8 also. Fits all popular beach
dollies.
48010001 H20 pair

catamaran shape. It’s made of tough woven polyethylene that is coated on both sides,
one side silver, one side black. We’ve chosen this polyethylene because of its excellent
resistance to ultra-violet degradation. It is a woven rather than sheet fabric to provide great
tear strength. These covers will tolerate sun, wind, rain, high and low temperatures, and not
fall apart. This fabric was specially designed for outdoor application. Install with silver side out.
Each cover is cut to be used for a boat length range. Tapes are sewn in place to allow you to
secure the cover around the hulls and crossbars. Custom features such as cut outs or slits for
wires or wings can be created with scissors. The edges will not catch, fray, or pull. We include
5 feet of adhesive backed velcro with each kit to be used to prevent slits from flapping in the
breeze. These covers are not designed to be used while trailering.

314-13ALL

HOBIE WAVE

314-14TO17

14' to 16'8" range

314-16-GTWY Getaway
314-17TO18

17' to 18' range

314-19TO20

H20

F99267585

TIGER CUSTOM COVER

1624 All others pair

TECH TIP!
BOAT COVERS Boat covers are designed to protect your boat from UV degradation

TRAX ACCESSORIES
1623
1620
1637
1635
1636

TRAX “T” Handle

T Handle - Attach to Axle (shown above)
End Cap-Each
Cat Trax Axle (8’ or 8 1/2’)
Replacement Cat Trax Wheel Assy
Replacement Blue Trax Wheel Assy
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and dirt. Universal storage covers are one piece and designed for easy installation. They
fulfill their purpose mast up (with minor modification) or mast down, on the beach or on
the trailer. The fabric is woven polyethylene that is film coated on both sides to cover
the woven fabric. It has fantastic tear resistance and is specifically designed for outside
use. UV tolerance is one of its major attributes.

DELUXE HOBIE SAIL BAG Stop fighting with your sail and boom cover. This sail and boom bag zips full length for ease and convenience and will fit any Hobie sail
and boom. Full ventilation on each end with vinyl coated mesh. Added convenience with a separate compartment for line and blocks. Made with nylon Cordura®, includes double shoulder straps
for maximum ease while carrying. Ends unzip to extend for extra long parts (Color may vary).
3121 DELUXE SAIL BAG

STANDARD

TECH TIP!
COVERS Protect sails and hardware from sun and abrasion damage.

SNORKEL JIB COVER Protect your roller-furled

SAIL

AND

BOOM

BAG Pulls over boom and sail like a sock.

Perhaps the greatest enemy of many modern fabrics is the sun’s ultra violet
radiation. It deteriorates nylon unless it’s specially treated and it attacks
dacron sail cloth and weakens it. Fortunately, nylon can be treated to make
it UV tolerant and acrylic fabrics exhibit seemingly endless resistance to
UV radiation. These sail bags and sail covers can be used to protect your
dacron sails from UV radiation damage.

jib from attack by ultraviolet light and the weather.
Easy to install and remove—the Snorkel is a must
for protecting your expensive sail from eventual
destruction by the elements. The Snorkel is a zip-on
cover for roller-furled jibs. Made from durable fabric
with a full length zipper. Snorkle covers are not
intended for long term storage. Jibs must be furled
tightly, have luff tension and be secure for windy
conditions. Loose jibs and cover may cause chafing
damage to sail.

Open end closes with a drawstring and nylon
clasp. Material and color may vary.

21310000 STd 9' 5"
38990050 WAVE

COMPTIP COVER Hobie Cat recommends that the Comptip
portion of the mast be covered to protect it from ultraviolet
rays. Our cover is made of UV resistance treated nylon. Ties
on to the mast with line that is provided. Fits all Hobie Cats.
Will not work with mast floats installed. Royal blue.
3125 Cover– H16/18/20
3127 Cover–H17/21
90991000 Cover–Bravo Mast and Sail

1811 H18/H16/Sport/21S
1812 H14 Turbo/H1-14
1813 H20/H21SE/H18SX
1815 Getaway

DAGGERBOARD COVER Protect those daggerboards! This two pocket, woven

RUDDER COVERS For your Hobie Cat. Excellent quality. Fastex fasteners keep the rudder

covers firmly in place, even when trailering. Protects your rudders from nicks and grime. Sold in
Pairs. Style and color may vary.

82420000 All but 21SE

polyethelyne lined cover is padded and has a tough, Cordura (600 denier) outer material.
It has carrying handles and velcro closures. Very important for preventing dings, gouges,
and scrapes while storing and trailering. This is an absolute must for the racer. Room for two
daggerboards. Style and color may vary.
72410001 Tiger/Fox/FxOne
82410001 H18
82410020 H20
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Telescoping handle. 32” x 12” x 14”.
Retracts into zippered pocket.

HOBIE
ROLLING DUFFEL BAG Huge, large
enough for all of your clothes, sailing gear and then
some. This heavy-duty nylon Cordura® bag has a parallel dual
zipper top opening that allows plenty of space to stuff things into it. Separate
compartment on one end is vented for anything that’s wet and a side pocket. Rollers on one end help you get there
fast without having to carry the bag. Hard bottom and rubber skids to reduce wear. Telescoping handle. 32” x 12” x 14”.
Colors may vary.

Separate zippered compartment on one
end is vented.

80000R HOBIE ROLLING DUFFEL
HOBIE BACK PACK Carry your gear with pride! The Hobie
Back Pack can fit a bunch of your sailing gear or EVEN books if it
has to. 3 zippered compartments. Padded back support and straps.
Waist strap and shoulder strap / chest buckle. Colors may vary.
80000B Back Pack

GUSSETED TRAMP
BAG Do you carry too

many small things for a pouch
but not enough for a storage bag?
We’ve got the tramp bag for you. Our
6” by 12” gusseted tramp bag rises to the
occasion. It has hooks on both ends to clip
to the tramp lacing and carries the Hobie logo. Also available in 8” x 12” size.
72000B 6”x12” GUSSETED TRAMP BAG
72005B 8”x15” GUSSETED TRAMP BAG
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TRAMPOLINE STORAGE BAG The Trampoline Storage Bag is designed to store loose
items you want to carry on your catamaran. Low profile to eliminate line hang-ups. Designed to
attach between the hiking straps. One compartment (18’ x 36”). Includes a clear plastic map
pocket. (Built of tough Cordura fabric, not waterproof.)
3128 With Map Pocket

HOBIE DRY BAG New Hobie Dry Bag 8”
diameter x 14”. Now a standard feature in all
Hobie Kayaks, this new dry bag is built of
tough materials. Seals tight to keep your
stuff dry.
71703001 8" Hobie Dry Bag

SEE BAG Transparent 13 oz. vinyl bags make quick work of locating things. Great for

organizing gear and personal stuff. Keep your food and spare clothes dry.
Two sizes: #10 - 8” diameter by 14” high, 622 cu.in.
#30 - 11” diameter by 19” high, 2200 cu.in.
Easy to carry or tie on trampoline. Its cylindrical shape will hold odd shapes such as cameras,
binoculars, lunches, etc. without distortion of bag and resultant potential leakage.
72210T SEE BAG (8” x 14”)
72230T

SEE BAG (11” x 19”)

8” TWIST-N-SEAL HATCH
H O B I E T W I S T- N - S E A L
HATCHES These new Hobie hatches

are designed to have a better seal. The
lids also hinge open so you never loose
the lid. Designed with a cork-screw-like
mechanism, a simple twist of the handle
opens or closes the hatch. As the screw
pulls down the hatch, you get a tight seal
6” TWIST-N-SEAL HATCH
on the “O Ring” seal. Flip the handle into the
recess to “lock” it closed. Available in 6” and 8” diameters. These hatches are
now standard equipment on all Hobie Kayaks.

71701011
71702011

6" Twist-n-seal hatch
8" Twist-n-seal hatch

HOBIE HATCh BAG Add a drop-in bag
to the new 6” Hobie Twist-n-seal hatch. Kit
includes back-up ring with lip, screws and
bag with drawstring.
5421 6" Hobie Bag Kit

HATCH COVER KITS Provides access to the hull for storage and inspection. All sizes

have screw-in covers. The 4" and 5" diameter covers are contoured to fit curved decks. The 6"
is flat and can be used to replace the pop out
covers on the Hobie 18. Kits include one pair
HATCH ONLY (COVER W/FLANGE)
of hatch covers, bedding material and mounting
V1130 4" White
hardware.
V1131 4" Black
5352W 4" Kit-White

5352B

4" Kit-Black

5351W 5" Kit-White
5351B

5" Kit-Black

5353W* 6" Kit-White
5353B* 6" Kit-Black
* Use 5403 or 5413 with 6" screw-in kit.

V1093

5" White

V1100

5" Black

V1145

6" White

V1146

6" Black

376

Silicone Sealant (RTV) 3oz

HATCH BAGS Water repellent, durable nylon hatch bags provide secure storage of your
wallet, keys, tools, etc. while sailing. Designed to work with screw-in lid type hatches with lip
(Kit #5351B-5353W and hatch #V1093-V1146). Simply drop in and they hang from the lip of
the hatch cover ring. Available in two styles: the
cat bag is a standard cylindrical shape and the
fat bag expands to the shape of an inverted hot
air balloon.
5402 4" Cat Bag
5401 5" Cat Bag
5412 4" Fat Bag

		

5411 5" Fat Bag
5403 6" Cat Bag

TECH TIP!

CAT BAG

FAT BAG

Hatch Cover Kits The small, 4" diameter, covers are hand sized and are often used behind the rear crossbar for access to
the transom. The 5:" diameter hatch covers are about the maximum size that the Hobie 14 and 16 foredeck can handle. The 6" access
port kit is now a screw-in port, just like the 4" and 5". Prior to 1989, Hobie Cat used a pop-in port on the Hobie 18. Water would seep
into the hulls through the rope-handle holes. Replacement with the screw-in ports eliminates that condition.

5413 6" Fat Bag

To order from your nearest Hobie Cat dealer
U.S.A. hobiecat.com 1-800-HOBIE-49
Australasia hobiecat.com.au 1-800-4-Hobie
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